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Recommendation

Staff recommends that the Board find that significant operational disruptions of Bank of

America Corporation (BAC) and its insured affiliate institutions would have serious adverse effects

on domestic economic conditions and financial stability. Significant operational impairments to

BAC and its insured depository affiliate institutions would seriously affect counterparty relationships

in Qualified Financial Contract markets and would significantly disrupt short-term interbank lending

and bank senior and subordinated debt markets, as well as related markets in derivative products and

other markets, in which BAC is a significant participant. Further, it is highly likely that if any

significant legal entity within BAC suffers a loss of market confidence, this would have a serious

adverse effect on all BAC legal entities, including the second largest insured depository institution in

the United States. While BAC is undergoing significant stress, staff is of the opinion that

management is competent and there is no substantive evidence that management has failed to

comply with applicable laws, rules, and supervisory directives and orders. In addition, there is no

evidence that management has engaged in insider dealing, speculative practices, or other abusive

activity. Consequently, it is recommended that the Board make a systemic risk determination and

authorize staff to take action required to avoid or mitigate such risk. The basic parameters of the

action for which staff seeks authorization are outlined below and appear in the attached (draft J term

sheet. Based on preliminary information, the most likely outcome is that provision of the proposed

assistance wil not result in a loss to the Deposit Insurance Fund.

In order to prevent the foregoing systemic risk, staff recommends that the Board authorize

the FDIC to enter into an agreement with BAC, the U.S. Department ofthe Treasury (Treasury), and

the Federal Reserve Board in exchange for consideration. Under the agreement, Treasury will inject
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$20 billion in capital from the Troubled Asset Relief Program. In addition, the U.S. Governent

(USG) would provide for shared loss coverage on specified BAC assets, with the FDIC's potential

loss protected by the issuance of preferred stock by BAC. The FDIC and the Treasury's Troubled

Asset Relief Program (T ARP) will provide guarantees on certain residential assets for 10 years and

certain other assets for a period of 5 years. BAC wil bear the first $10 billion in losses. Additional

losses wil be shared with the FDIC, Treasury, and the Federal Reserve covering 90 percent of the

losses with BAC bearing 10 percent. After the first $10 billion in losses, the FDIC and Treasury will

cover losses pro rata in proportions of25% for the FDIC and 75% for Treasury up to a cap of$2.5

billion for the FDIC and $7.5 billion for the Treasury. Further losses will be covered 90% by the

Federal Reserve through nonrecourse lending. The FDIC wil receive compensation in the form of

what is projected to be $1 billon in preferred stock and warrants with an aggregate exercise value of

10% of the amount of preferred issued. i The chart below provides detail on estimated losses.

The Federal Reserve Board will, under certain circumstances, provide non recourse financing

secured, in part, by assets designated by the USG and BAC.2 BAC wil manage the assets, with

instructions provided by the FDIC, TARP and Federal Reserve. The template will include a

foreclosure mitigation policy agreeable to the USG. In addition, BAC will be subject to specific

limitations on executive compensation and dividends during the loss share period. FDIC staff 
will

work with all parties to ensure that BAC is subject to appropriate periodic reporting.

The Federal Reserve has agreed to work with the FDIC regarding appropriate reporting

including monitoring the use of governent assistance.

1 Treasury wil receive $3 billion in preferred stock for its guarantee.
2 The FDIC, Treasury and the Board of 

Govemors of Federal Reserve wil be referred to collectively as the USG.
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The BAC proposed asset pool (Pool) contains up to $115 billion of financial instruments

including cash assets with a current book (i.e., carrying) value of up to $32 bilion and a

derivatives portfolio with maximum potential future losses of up to $83 bilion. An independent

analysis of the Pool was conducted by PIMCO that provides an estimated Base and Stress loss

forecast of $5.5 billion and $20 bilion, respectively. Such estimates are subject to further

refinement.

These estimates only represent losses to the current carrying value and do not include

gains where PIMCO's analysis indicates assets have been written down below future expected

losses. PIMCO noted data deficiencies associated with the hedged collateralized debt

obligations and other referenced assets that limited the ability to generate market-implied losses

on a held to maturity basis.
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Combined Carrying Current Base Stressed ....,. Ln'. .~ Stress Loss
Exposure Yalu_12131 Notional Loss ,-oS!

L.ending Exposure
Leveraged Finance

Transitory ("Hung E)(posure") - US 3,041 1,587 3,041 1,405 1,737 1,636 1,304 0 -283

Leveraged Finance Bridge - US 176 12 176 167 167 9 9 -3 -3

Retained Bond Positions in Lieu of Loan 2,403 1,454 2,403 760 1,350 1,643 1,043 0 -411

Relationship - US 1,630 327 1,630 268 477 1,362 1,153 0 0

Subtotal - Leveraged Finance 7 250 3 380 7250 2 600 3 741 4 650 3 509 -3 -697

Commercial Real Estate
US 9,329 7,363 9,329 2,478 4,275 6,851 5,054 -512 -2,309

GPI Portfolio - US 931 752 931 525 648 406 283 .346 -469

Subtotal - Commercial Real Estale 10260 6115 10260 3003 4923 7257 5337 -858 -2778

.. . ~ i :..' -, ¡ ¡.. --

Investments
Investment Portfolio PAR

Agency RMBS 6 6 6 0 0 6 6 0 0

A1t-A RMBS 4,293 2,294 7,543 4,413 4,790 3,130 2,753 0 0

CMBS 6,104 2,605 6,157 704 2,011 5,453 4,146 0 0

Non Resi MBS 877 661 965 22 104 943 861 0 0

Non Resi COO 836 353 894 266 359 628 535 0 0

Other 282 189 750 460 494 270 256 0 0

Prime RMBS 2,224 1,405 2,500 521 638 1,979 1,862 0 0

Sub-prime RMBS 3,908 1.984 4,501 1,478 1,978 3,023 2,523 0 0

, . /// -- ,

COOs

ABS COO (I vest t P t)n men 0'
U,S, Super Senior - Sub Prime 2,442 976 2,442 1,735 1,954 707 488 -269 -488

U,S, Super Senior - Non Sub Prime 3,039 2,078 3,039 1,622 2,041 1,417 998 -661 -1,080

Retained Positions. Liquidated COOs 4,471 2,095 4,471 2,231 2,774 2,240 1,697 0 -398

Subtotal - ASS COO 9952 5149 9952 5588 6769 4364 3183 930 -1966

ABS COO (Trading Port)
U.S, Super Senior - Unhedged 5,844 800 5,844 5,251 5,589 593 255 -207 -545

Lone Star Proxy 5,007 5,007 5,007 718 1,916 4,289 3,091 -718 -1,916

Sublotal - ABS COO 10851 5807 10851 5969 7505 4882 3347 -925 -246O

. . .. 'il' JØi$l .:1' ..-

l 31.i9'4Ø',Cä8h#'isirj.fueiÜ.l6tSl

Trading Book Derivative Asset Exposure and Counterparty Exposure (MTM Receivables)
Hedged COOs (counterparty) eVA Ex Dsurli
Hedged COOs (cash and derivative) 4,120 1,0ge 3,022
Other Reference Assets (counterparty)
Other Reference Assets
OPC . Counterparty
OPCs - Referenced assets

4,120 2,100

2,523 1,103 1,420 2,523 825

2,568 2,020 1,552 -1,002 -1,470

10,225 47,935 43,556 -698 -5,077
0

4,348 16,301 13,355 -857 -3,803

17141 66256 58463 -2557 -10350

1,090 1,698 1,433

2,247 12,528 11,013 -229 -1,744

14226 12446 .229 .1744

111,()s9 9$;228 -5,~O1 -19,99:

53,781 5.148 48,633 53,781 5,846

Sublota! - Merrill

BAC Hedged Assets
U.S. Super Senior - Hedged COOs
U.S. Super Senior - Hedged COOs Counterparty
OPC - Counterparty
OPCs - Referenced assets

Sublotal - BAC

17,703

75604

545 17,158

68813

17,703

75604

1,402

93486791

503 73213,260

15783

The FDIC, and OCC have determined that the insured entities meet the requirements

under Section 13 (c) 8 of the FDI Act for receiving direct financial assistance before the

appointment of a receiver. Additionally, assistance wil increase existing capital levels and

improve liquidity.

Commitments by Ban of America Corporation
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In exchange for the guarantees discussed above, BAC has agreed to 1) limit its common

stock dividends to $.01 per share per quarter for three years unless consent is given by the USG;

2) develop an executive compensation program that rewards long-term performance and

profitability to be approved by the USG; and 3) implement loan modification procedures

acceptable to the USG. Additionally the FDIC and TARP will receive preferred stock and

related warrants as reasonable compensation for the guarantees provided.

Related Transaction

As part of the same overall transaction, Treasury will make a substantial preferred stock

investment. The stock wil have an 8% dividend yield. Warants to purchase common stock will

be issued as part of this transaction.

Summary Description

Bank of America, N.A. (BANA) is a nationally chartered bank founded in 1904 that is

the lead bank within Bank of America Corporation (BAC), a financial holding company

regulated by the Federal Reserve. BANA is the second largest bank in the U.S. with $1.4 trilion

of assets and prior to BAC's acquisition of Merrill Lynch, BANA represents approximately 80

percent ofBAC's consolidated assets. The BANA is also the largest holder of insured deposits

in the U.S. with over 10 percent oftotal domestic deposits. BAC and BANA's executive

management is identical and risk is managed on a line of business rather than a legal entity basis.

BANA's core business is its domestic retail banking franchise with over 6,100 branches

in 33 states. The Bank participates in virtually every financial activity permissible to banks.
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Foreign operations are modest relative to the overall size of the bank, with activities focused on

serving corporate customers and trading, primarily in Western Europe. In addition to eight

insured bank charters, BAC has four significant non-insured affliates: Banc of America

Securities, LLC, a full-service investment bank and brokerage firm; Banc of America

Investments (BAI), a retail brokerage business; Banc of America Specialist, a NYSE specialist

firm; and Columbia Management, the nation's eighth largest mutual fund company.

BAC's risk profie has increased over the past year as a result oftrading losses, declining

asset quality largely in home equity and credit card portfolios, and acquisition of 
three higher

risk institutions since October 2007, including LaSalle, Countrywide, and Merrill Lynch & Co,

Inc (ML). ML reported $23.8 bilion in net losses prior to the fourth quarter 2008. The merger

with ML significantly increases BAC's exposure in 2009.

Negative market perception ofBAC has been building recently. Over the past year, the

holding company's stock price declined approximately 70 percent on concerns associated with

several factors, including the cost of the Merrill Lynch merger, and general uncertainty regarding

further deterioration in credit quality and capital markets. BAC will announce fourth quarer

results that are significantly lower than market expectations for both legacy BAC and legacy ML

on January 20,2009. Resulting post-merger tangible common equity capital levels will also be

reported well below expectations. Market reaction to these announcements could significantly

impair BAC's access to required funding sources and its ability to meet obligations going

forward.
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Supervisory History and Condition

Condition

BAC is the largest deposit holder in the U.S, with over 10 percent of insured domestic

deposits. Despite this fact, the company must maintain access to the wholesale funding markets

to ensure sufficient liquidity for daily operations. Market reaction to BAC's fourth quarter 2008

results may disrupt available funding sources to the point that BAC is unable to meet its ongoing

obligations. To date, BAC has been able to maintain sufficient access to unsecured funding

markets and has selectively used the FDIC guarantee program to issue unsecured debt.

However, staff anticipates that negative market reaction, as outlined above, could result in

critical disruption of overnight unsecured funding and reluctance from counterparties to finance

non-government collateral positions. This would result in heightened vulnerability to deposit

rus, larger repo haircuts, increased margin requests, and reactionary draws on unfunded loan

commitments.

Within BAC, ML's reliance on secured funding markets is of particular concern, as it

finances $144 billion in positions overnight of which approximately 50 percent is firm inventory.

The following table identifies the current position of funding sources subject to market stress,

potential funding requirements, and potential funding sources under various governent

programs. FDIC staff estimates that in the event of severe negative market reaction, BANA

may, at a minimum, require heavy utilization of various governent funding programs.
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Bank of America/Merrill Lynch Contingent Funding Requirements and Sources
Current Position 118109

*A

(1) The potential reaction by trading counterparties is unknown and could be significant, requinng additional collateral or cessation of activity.
(2) Analysis does not include all unemcumbered assets that could be used for various government programs in an emergency.

362
82
97
68
55
47

980
112

Unsecured Sources

Long Term Debt
- CPLTD

Federal Funds and Eurodollars
- Ovemi ht

Bank and Master Notes
Commercial Pa er
Deposits
- Non TLGP MMDA & Sweeps

Secured Sources
Repos
- Ovemi ht

FHLB
- Borrowin Ca aci

Discount Window Capacity
Total Sources:

571
384

92
8

106
2,310

ABCP $5Bn ineli ible for CPFF
Unfunded Loan Commitments CML Onl
Other Contin encies VRDNs TaBs ARS

Total Contingent Funding Requirements: -409

BAC's capital position has also become strained with recent acquisitions and losses,

particularly in terms of tangible common equity (TCEl While BAC's regulatory capital ratios

are considered adequate, tangible equity capital is low and presents market perception issues, as

equity analysts, rating agencies, and counterparties have increased their focus on common

tangible capital. Fourth quarter 2008 losses in conjunction with 2009 forecasted net operating

losses of $3 billion will further strain the capital position and impair the ability to raise common

equity. As indicated in the table below, tangible common equity will fall below 2 percent under

all scenarios, except managements forecast which is considered optimistic.

3 BAC calculates the TeE ratio as Tangible Common Equity (without deducting MSR's)/Total Tangible Assets_
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Management Forecast

Regulatory & PIMCO Base Forecast

PIMCO Stress Forecast

4Q09 - W/$15Bn Pref.
Tangible

Tier 1 Tier 1 Tier 1 Common
8.60% 8.85%

8.60% 2.27% 8.05% 1.94% 9.14% 2.67%

8.60% 2.27% 7.85% 1.80% 8.73% 2.39%

The above regulatory base forecast utilizes BAC's global recession scenario, which is

considered realistic based on economic indicators. The regulatory base forecast provides for a

net operating loss of $3 billon in 2009, with a $17.9 bilion reserve build, and an $8.7 bilion

reduction in trading revenue that is consistent with 2008.

The 2009 earnings outlook for the BAC is not favorable. BAC management projects net

income for the company on a combined basis of approximately $14.8 billon ($13.4 billion for

legacy BAC and $1.4B for legacy ML). Given the current environment, FDIC and OCC

supervisory staff believe management's proj ection is very optimistic. Staff has developed an

adjusted forecast showing a loss of $3.0 billion, based on higher loan losses and larger provisions

to reflect continued deterioration in the credit portfolios, the lack of securitizations in 2009; and

decreased trading results associated with continued market disruptions.

Supervisory History

The insured legal entities of BAC are shown in the table below, and the larger entities are

discussed below.

Insured Entities (9/30/2008) Assets Deoosits CAMELS Exam Date
Bank of America, N.A. 1,359,071 846,231 222222/2 1/1/2007

FIA Card Services, N.A. 160,210 13,380 222222/2 1/1/2007

Countryide Bank, FSB 112,947 55,370 343432/3 4/2/2007*

Merrill Lynch Bank USA 61,643 50,943 122211/2 3/19/07

Merrill Lynch Bank & Trust Co. 35,846 22,703 223411/3 8/6/07

Bank of America, RI, N.A. 36,154 0 222222/2 1/1/2007

Bank of America California, N.A. 22,003 0 222222/2 1/1/2007
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I Bank of America Oregon, N.A. I 11,876 I 0 I 222222/2 i
* An FDIC Problem Bank Memo dated January 29, 2008 shows CAMELS of343443/3.

11112007 I

Bank of America, N.A. (BANA)

The OCC downgraded the Liquidity CAMELS component from "1" to "2" at year-end

2007 primarily due to challenging market conditions and the parent's payment of $21 billion in

cash for LaSalle in the fourth quarter of 2007. 4

Total Assets $1,359,070,851 $1,312,794,218 $1,196,123,794 $1,082,250,290

Net Loans $659,625,970 $669,368,439 $634,494,712 $547,121,048

Total Deposits $846,230,545 $793,571,969 $759,600,625 $686,648,523

Tier i Leverage Ratio 6.01% 5.91% 6.60% 6.65%

Total Risk Based Capital Ratio 11.60% 10.94% 11.1% 10.62%

Brokered De osits to Total De osits 0.00% 0.01% 0.12% 0.00%

Countryide Bank, FSB (CWB)

CWB is the largest mortgage lender in the country. It is also the largest mortgage

servicer in the country with a $1.5 trilion portfolio. CWB' s parent, Countrywide Financial

Corporation (CFC), has a distribution platform including over 1,000 offces (mostly mortgage

origination offces operated by its non-bank affiiate Countrywide Home Loans) and over 50,000

employees. BAC acquired CFC and CWB on July 1,2008. CFC significantly increased BAC's

exposure to poor performing non-traditional mortgages and home equity loans in high risk

geographies. It has also increased reputation and litigation risks.

4 The OCC operates under a continuous examination program at Bank of America. Examination dates reflect the

annual examination start date. There have not been any interim ratings downgrades.
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FIA Card Services, N.A. (FIA)

FIA is BAC's credit card bank. On-balance sheet loans represent approximately nine

percent of BAC assets. FIA activities are mostly domestic, with foreign activities primarily in the

United Kingdom and Canada, but also include Ireland and Spain to a lesser extent. Asset quality

has deteriorated significantly due to the consumer led recession and the pace of deterioration has

accelerated in recent months. Stressed portfolios include U.S. consumer cards (65 percent of 
the

portfolio), unsecured consumer finance and small business cards. These portfolios have high

charge-off rates which are expected to remain elevated into 2010. FIA historically relied heavily

on the credit card securitization market for funding.

Merril Lynch Bank, USA (MLBUSA)

MLBUSA, an industrial bank chartered by the State of Utah, is a wholly-owned

subsidiary ofML Group, Inc., which is wholly owned by the top tier parent, Merrill Lynch &

Co., Inc. MLBUSA provides a variety of commercial and consumer lending products to new and

existing Merrill Lynch clients. Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc., through its subsidiaries and affiliates,

provides investment banking and advisory services, wealth management, investment

management, insurance, and other services on a global basis to individual and institutional

investors.

Merril Lynch Bank & Trust Company, FSB (MLBT)

MLBT is a wholly-owned subsidiary ofML Group, Inc., which, in turn, is owned by

Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. MLBT has traditionally been a residential mortgage lender and a
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provider of trust services, but in 2006 the bank ventured into the subprime mortgage lending

business with the purchase of First Franklin Mortgage, which was subsequently sold to a non-

bank affiiate in September 2008 as a result of increasing losses.

Systemic Risk

The risk profile of BAC is increasing rapidly due to negative market perception resulting

from poor performance, asset quality problems, and high-profile acquisitions. Liquidity

pressures may increase to critical levels following the announcement of fourth quarter 2008

operating results that are significantly worse then market expectations.

Market reaction to BAC's operating results may have systemic consequences given the

size of the institution and the volume of counterparty transactions involved. Without a systemic

risk determination and implementation of proposed measures outlined above, significant market

disruption may ensue as counterparties lose confidence in BAC's ability to fund ongoing

operations. Staff believes the proposed assistance, as outlined above, wil serve to mitigate this

systemic risk. FDIC staff stress scenario estimates show that funding sources significantly

vulnerable to market stress include overnight repos and counterparty collateral posting for

trading activity, and that if the feared market reaction materializes, substantial support through

government funding programs will be required to meet obligations.

Not providing open bank assistance to BAC would likely have major systemic effects.

Both financial stability and overall economic conditions would be adversely affected for the

reasons discussed above, and staff believes the consequences could extend to the broader
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economy. Disruptions to global money and credit markets have already contributed to sharp

downturns among major coincident indicators of real economic activity. The U.S. economy

entered a recession in December 2007 that is already the longest since the 16-month recession

that ended in 1982. Payroll employment has declined each month in 2008; 2.6 million jobs were

eliminated last year, and over 1.5 million of those were lost in the fourth quarter. The

unemployment rate is now 7.2 percent, up 2.8 percentage points from its cyclical low in March

2007. Retail sales showed sharp declines each month of fourth quarter 2008. In December

2008, retail sales were 2.7 percent lower than in November 2008 and 9.8 percent below

December 2007. The Federal Reserve Board's index of industrial production in November 2008

was 5.5 percent lower than in November 2007. These developments, among others, point to a

clear relationship between the financial market turmoil of recent months and impaired economic

performance that could be expected to worsen further if BAC and its insured subsidiaries were

allowed to faiL. Such an event would significantly undermine business and consumer

confidence.

Conclusion

The FDIC is prohibited from taking action that could expose the deposit insurance fund

in a manner that could benefit debt or equity holders of a company without invocation of the

systemic risk exception available under the FDI Act.

The financial market disruptions of 2007 and 2008 have dramatically reshaped the

financial services sector. Although market spreads indicate that credit terms have moderated

since October 2008, credit markets remain highly stressed, and the improvement we have seen
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thus far likely would not have occurred without governent intervention. Declining to provide

assistance to BAC could further damage financial markets. In creating the systemic risk

exception, Congress clearly envisioned that circumstances could arise in which the exception

should be used. In view of the current intense financial strains, as well as the likely

consequences to the general economy and financial system of a failure to provide open bank

assistance to the second-largest commercial bank in the United States, staff believes that

circumstances such as Congress envisioned are clearly present. Without implementation of the

proposed measures outlined above, significant market disruption may ensue as counterparties

lose confidence in BAC's ability to fund ongoing operations. Further, staff believes that

implementation of the proposed measures will mitigate the serious adverse effects on economic

conditions or financial stability that are likely to otherwise ensue. Accordingly, staff

recommends invocation of the systemic risk exception.
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RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, staff has presented information to the Board
of Directors ("Board") of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation ("FDIC") indicating that the recent
unprecedented disruption in credit markets and the
resul tant effects on the abilities of banks to fund
themselves and to intermediate credit place the United
States in danger of suffering adverse economic conditions
and financial instability; and

WHEREAS, these conditions threaten the stability of a
significant number of insured depository institutions,
thereby increasing the potential for losses to the
insurance fund in the resolutions of such insured
deposi tory institutions; and

WHEREAS, staff has advised the FDIC Board that
Bank of America, National Association, Charlotte,
North Carolina, Countrywide Bank, FSB, Alexandria,
Virginia FIA Card Services, Wilmington, Delaware,
Merrill Lynch Bank USA, Salt Lake City, Utah, Merrill
Lynch Bank & Trust Co., FSB, New York, New York, Bank
of America Oregon, National Association, Portland,
Oregon Bank of America, Rhode Island, National
Association, Providence, Rhode Island, Bank of America
California, National Association, San Francisco,
California, California ("Banks"), and their affiliates
are in seriously weakened condition; and

WHEREAS, staff has advised that severe financial
condi tions exist which threaten the stability of the Banks
which are insured depository institutions possessing
significant financial resources; and

WHEREAS, a proposal for the stabilization of the
Banks and their affiliates without the appointment of the
FDIC as receiver has been developed in consultation with
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
(" Federal Reserve Board") and the Secretary of the
Treasury ("Treasury") (collectively, the "USG"), which
involves the USG provision of guarantees against loss on
certain residential assets for 10 years and certain other
assets for a period of 5 years; and



WHEREAS Bank of America Corporation ("BOA") will
take a first loss position equal to $10 billion; and

WHEREAS for losses above $10 billion, there is a
loss sharing agreement where losses are shared 10
percent by BOA and 90 percent by the USG with Treasury
and the Corporation taking a second loss position up
to $10 billion, with the Corporation taking a 25%
share of such losses up to a maximum of $2.5 billion,
and the Federal Reserve Board having agreed to take
the remaining risk through non-recourse lending on the
pool of assets (" Proposal") ; and

WHEREAS the Corporation is receiving $1 billion
in preferred stock as compensation for its taking the
25% participation in the second loss position; and

WHEREAS, the Proposal is subj ect to prudential
regulatory oversight and executive compensation
restrictions, with the guarantees having a limited
duration, and staff believes that the Proposal will avoid
or mitigate the serious adverse effects on economic
conditions or financial stability is the most cost
effective available method; and

WHEREAS, the Corporation and the Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency, have determined that the bank
meets the conditions under section 13 (c) 8 (A) (i) and (ii)
of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act (" FDI Act") for
recei ving direct financial assistance before the
appointment of a receiver; and

WHEREAS, staff has recommended that the FDIC Board
make a systemic risk recommendation supporting action or
the provision of assistance by the FDIC as necessary to
avoid or mitigate such risk; and

WHEREAS the Corporation has been advised that the
Federal Reserve Board is expected to make a similar
recommendation and that the Treasury, after consultation
wi th the President, is expected to make the systemic risk
determination in this situation.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board finds
that the instability of the Banks would have serious
adverse effects on economic conditions or financial



stabili ty and would create systemic risk to the credit
markets.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Board finds that
severe financial conditions exist which threaten the
stability of a significant number of insured depository
insti tutions or of insured depository institutions
possessing significant financial resources and the Banks
are insured depository institutions under such threat of
instabili ty and that the Board takes this action in order
to lessen the risk to the insurance fund posed by the
Banks.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Board finds that the
recommended actions will mitigate the serious adverse
effects, and systemic risks, posed by the Banks.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Board finds that the
Proposal involves the provision of assistance or other
action as authorized under section 13 (c) (1) of the FDI
Act, 12 U.S.C. § 1823(c) (1), in the form of guarantees
against loss to, or contributions to, the Banks, and that
the Proposal will mitigate the serious adverse effects on
economic conditions or financial instability that would be
caused by the Banks' continued seriously weakened
condition.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the Board finds that the
condi tions for receiving direct financial assistance
before the appointment of a receiver under section 13 (c)
8 (A) (i) and (ii) of the FDI Act have been satisfied.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the Board hereby authorizes
the Chairman, or her designee, to provide the written
recommendation to the Secretary of the Treasury specified
under section 13(C)4) (G) (i) of the Act, 12 U.S.C. §
1823 (C) (4) (G) (i) .

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the Board hereby authori zes
the Director , Division of Resolutions and Receiverships,
or his designee, and all other FDIC staff to take all
appropriate action to implement the provision of
assistance or other actions authorized hereunder,
including but not limited to: credit support in the form
of loan guarantees, and loss sharing; and to take any
other action necessary and appropriate in connection with
this matter.


